


Method Examples – what did he do? How did he show this? What impact would this have? 

Explain (think advantages & disadvantages)

Which method was 

best?

Military

strength

Showing his 

was the 

legitimate 

successor

Royal 

Ceremonies –

wearing the 

crown

Coinage

(coins) and 

writs 

Journeys

around 

England



Brains in Gear

Congratulations! You have just successfully marched into 
France with your army and take it over – you are now King of 
France!

1. What actions could you take that would show that you are 
the rightful and undisputed king of France?

2. Why would you need to bother, when you already have 
military superiority over the French natives?



How did William show 
his Royal Power?
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Learning Outcomes:

By the end of this lesson you will:

- Describe the Northern Rebellions

- Explain how they affected William.

- Make a judgment about how William was able to beat 
them.

Fundamental British Values: 
Individual Liberty

Today’s Title:

Key Words:

To harry – Lots of small, 
rapid attacks against an 
opponent over a period of 
time. 

How did 
William 
control 

England?

Maintaining Royal Power

Revolt of the Earls

This lesson:

Next lesson:

Landholding Changes

Previous lesson:



William’s Power

William knew it was essential that he was seen as the King of 
England.

It was not enough to simply call himself King and move on, he 
had to ensure that the Anglo-Saxon population saw him as the 
undisputed and legitimate king of England too. 

There were other contenders still alive who arguably had much 
better claims to the throne than he did. 

Therefore, William put a lot of effort into making it look like he 
was the King. 



(Kings 
advisors) (coins/money)

(promises/swearing loyalty)

(royal documents 
from King with 
royal seal)

(a book with information about 
each households earnings and 
wealth)

Choose the give biggest powers that William held and annotate them around your 
picture of William. 

CHALLENGE: Explain why they made him powerful. 



How did William maintain his image as king?

Task: 

Use pages 64 and 65 in the book to fill out 
your table with different ways William was 
able to show that he was the king.

CHALLENGE: 

Compare the information about William’s 
royal power to the powers of Edward the 
Confessor.

Use the lesson “Powers of the King” to help 
you make this comparison. 

Make a table of similarities and differences.

KEY WORDS:

Legitimate = Legal 

Coinage = money

Writs = official 
documents that 
had the royal 
seal/stamp of 
William

Oath = promise

Claim = Your right 
to the throne

Ceremony = A 
formal show



EXTENSION

In my view, the most effective way of maintaining royal 
power was…

This is because…

This was a better method than… because…

It was also a better method than… because…








